Organic-inorganic hybrid molecules for elastic ceramic plastic with covalent-ionic bicontinuous network
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Abstract

Transformations of molecules to bulk materials constitute a unique direction for rational design of materials, known as bottom-up syntheses. Although organic-inorganic hybrid materials have played indispensable roles as mechanical, optical, electronic, and biomedical materials, isolated organic—inorganic hybrid molecules (currently only limited in covalent compounds) seldom presented throughout the preparation of hybrid materials, which is due to the distinct behaviours of organic covalent bonds and inorganic ionic bonds in molecular construction. Here, we integrate typical covalent and ionic bonds within one molecule to create an organic—inorganic hybrid molecule, which can be used for bottom-up syntheses of hybrid materials. A combination of the organic covalent thiolic acid (TA) and the inorganic ionic calcium carbonate oligomer (CCO) via an acid-base reaction provided a TA-CCO hybrid molecule, and its representative molecular formula was TA$_2$Ca(CaCO$_3$)$_2$. Its dual reactivity involving co-polymerization of the organic TA-segment and inorganic CCO-segment generated the respective covalent and ionic networks. The two networks were interconnected and integrated by each TA-CCO complex to form a covalent-ionic bicontinuous structure within the resulting hybrid material, poly(TA-CCO), which synchronously achieved unification of paradoxical mechanical properties, i.e., hardness versus resilience and strength versus deformability. Moreover, the dynamic Ca$^{2+}$-CO$_3^{2-}$ bonds in the ionic network and S−S bonds in the covalent network ensured material recyclability with plastic-like mouldability while preserving thermal stability. The coexistence of ceramic-like, rubber-like and plastic-like behaviours within poly(TA-CCO) goes beyond current classifications of materials, following the generation of the “elastic ceramic plastic”. The demonstrated bottom-up creation of organic—inorganic hybrid molecules, covalent-ionic bicontinuous networks and ultimately unique materials provides a feasible pathway for design and construction of hybrid materials by molecular engineering, thereby supplementing the classical methodology used for manufacture of organic—inorganic hybrid materials.

Full Text

The lack of organic—inorganic covalent-ionic molecules (a molecule containing both organic covalent compounds and inorganic ionic compounds as molecular segments) prohibits the production of diverse organic—inorganic hybrid materials in a “bottom-up” way$^{16}$. The traditional inorganic preparation by nucleation commonly skips the molecular stages of inorganic ionic substances$^{17-19}$, which creates a knowledge gap regarding inorganic ionic molecules and their reactions with organic covalent molecules. It prevents the fusion of organic and inorganic ionic substances from molecule to bulk material, both in structure and performance$^{20,21}$. However, our recent finding on “inorganic ionic oligomer” creates the possibility for preparation of molecule-sized inorganic ionic substances$^{22}$, which opens a window for creation of organic—inorganic covalent-ionic molecules and the subsequent “bottom-up” preparation of hybrid materials. Here, we chose CCO (with the molecular formula (CaCO$_3$)$_3$), which can crosslink to bulk materials$^{22}$, and thiolic acid (TA), which can polymerize through dynamic disulfide bonds$^{23}$ (S−S), as examples of inorganic and organic molecules, respectively. We
achieved hybridization of CCO and TA molecules by using a general acid-base reaction in classical chemistry.

Typically, hybridization was achieved by adding CCO (Extended Data Fig. 1a, b) dropwise into an ethanol solution of TA (Extended Data Fig. 1c). The carboxyl groups of TA gradually bonded to the Ca\(^{2+}\) of CCO through a subsequent acid-base reaction (Fig. 1a), and a solution of the TA-CCO hybrid molecule was prepared. The resulting TA-CCO hybrid molecules were detected by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) (Fig. 1b): the major negatively charged peaks appeared at 171, 205, and 305 \(m/z\) after subtracting the background. The peaks at \(m/z = 171\) and 205 were attributed to the characteristic fragment ions of TA (Extended Data Fig. 1d), and the main peak at \(m/z = 305\) referred to a structure of \((\text{TA-CaCO}_3)_2^{2-}\), which directs to a molecular formula of \(\text{TA}_2\text{Ca(CaCO}_3)_2\) before ionization. By using inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectrometry (ICP–OES), we confirmed that the average molar ratio of Ca to TA was \(\approx 1.5:1\), which is in good agreement with the proposed molecular formula for TA-CCO hybrid molecules (Extended Data Fig. 2a). The liquid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy demonstrated typical shifts of 159.82, 181.18 and 57.03 ppm, which corresponded to carbonate, carboxyl group, and tertiary carbon in the carbon ring of TA, respectively (Fig. 1c, Extended Data Fig. 2b, c). This further confirmed the presence of CaCO\(_3\) and TA molecular segments in the TA-CCO hybrid molecule, \(\text{TA}_2\text{Ca(CaCO}_3)_2\). The symmetry of the peaks for carbonate (160 ppm) and carboxyl group (181 ppm) suggested similar chemical environments for carbonate and TA, respectively, implying a symmetrical molecular structure for \(\text{TA}_2\text{Ca(CaCO}_3)_2\) (Fig. 1a, Extended Data Fig. 2d). In contrast, CaCO\(_3\) nanoparticles and TA did not form hybrid molecules but organic–inorganic nanocomposites, which is consistent with common understanding (Extended Data Fig. 2e-h).

The interactions of organic and inorganic ionic segments in the TA-CCO hybrid molecule were analysed by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The FTIR spectrum showed an absorption peak for the in-plane bending vibration \(\text{CO}_3^{2-}\) at 1399 cm\(^{-1}\) in amorphous CaCO\(_3\), while it was blueshifted to 1414 cm\(^{-1}\) for TA-CCO. Meanwhile, the C=O stretching vibration of the carboxyl group in TA appeared at 1691 cm\(^{-1}\), and it was redshifted to 1559 cm\(^{-1}\) in TA-CCO (Fig. 1d). The shifts in the FTIR spectra indicated formation of ionic bonds between the carboxyl group in TA and the carbonate of CaCO\(_3\). XPS confirmed the shift of the Ca 2p peak from 346.90 eV in CaCO\(_3\) to 347.25 eV in TA-CCO (Fig. 1e). These results indicated a change in the orbital electron density of calcium, which was caused by the higher binding energy between Ca\(^{2+}\) and carboxyl groups. These indicated the construction of covalent-ionic electrostatic interactions in TA-CCO hybrid molecules.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) showed TA-CCO hybrid molecules with an average size of 3.2 nm (Fig. 1f, Extended Data Fig. 3a), which fit the simulated size of \((\text{TA}_2\text{Ca(CaCO}_3)_2)\) (Extended Data Fig. 3b). The inorganic ionic segments of TA-CCO hybrid molecules enable its inorganic crosslinking, which was demonstrated by \textit{in situ} X-ray diffraction (XRD). We calculated the total pair distribution (TDF) via integration of the peak at approximately 2.4 Å, which is a typical peak for the first
coordination shell of Ca-O. The increase in the TDF integration indicated crosslinking of TA-CCO by inorganic ionic bonds formed under mild conditions (Fig. 1g). Meanwhile, the dynamic disulfide bonds from the organic segment underwent a ring-opening reaction during thermal treatment (Fig. 1h, Extended Data Fig. 3c), which led to polymerization of the TA-CCO. Therefore, the TA-CCO hybrid molecules could realize crosslinking and polymerization synchronously under reasonable conditions (Fig. 1i).

Hot pressing (120 °C, 110 MPa) was used in this work to start the crosslinking and polymerization processes of the TA-CCO hybrid molecule in a condensed state, which led to a transparent yellow poly(TA-CCO) bulk (Fig. 2a right). A suitable mould ensured the formation of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk into different shapes (triangles, squares, rectangles, etc.), as seen when making thermoplastics (Extended Data Fig. 4a inset). Typically, the yellow colour resulted from absorption by TA segment in TA-CCO (Extended Data Fig. 4a, b). The cross-sectional image generated by focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) showed a continuous structure for the poly(TA-CCO) bulk from the macroscale to the microscale (Fig. 2b). Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) indicated that the elements Ca, S, O, and C were uniformly dispersed in the poly(TA-CCO) bulk (Fig. 2c). This uniform structure indicated that separate nucleation of the organic or inorganic phase was avoided during material formation due to the electrostatic interactions between the organic and inorganic sections. The continuous structure ensured the transparency of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk similar to that of quartz glass, which cannot be achieved with the TA-CaCO\(_3\) nanocomposite (pTA-NP) (Extended Data Fig. 4a, c-f).

Cs-corrected high angle angular dark field-scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) and cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) were used to determine the detailed structure of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The organic and inorganic components in the poly(TA-CCO) bulk were distinguished by Z-contrast analysis. The relatively bright areas represent the inorganic component (CaCO\(_3\)), while the darker areas represent the organic component (TA). In the two-dimensional (2D) HAADF-STEM image, both TA and CaCO\(_3\) showed tortuous linear-like distributions and staggered arrangements (Fig 2d, e). The widths for TA and CaCO\(_3\) varied from 2.2 nm to 3.9 nm and 1.1 nm to 1.8 nm, respectively, which was caused by the specific 2D projection acquired from the three-dimensional (3D) bulk (Extended Data Fig. 5). Notably, the minimum widths of TA and CaCO\(_3\) were 2.2 nm and 1.1 nm, respectively, which are close to the corresponding sizes of the organic and inorganic segments in TA\(_2\)Ca(CaCO\(_3\))\(_2\). This 2D structure can be reconstructed into a 3D one by using 3D cryo-electron tomography reconstruction. In the 3D image of poly(TA-CCO) bulk, we observed an interpenetrating bicontinuous network consisting of TA (red area) and CaCO\(_3\) (blue area) (Fig. 2f). The cross-sectional view of this bicontinuous network was similar to the one seen in the 2D HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 2d, g), and the continuous network of the inorganic part was clearly displayed (Fig. 2h). Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) analysis proved the existence of a molecule-scale bicontinuous network throughout the whole poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The single scattering peak centred at a vector of \(q = 1.92\) nm\(^{-1}\) showed a typical scattering pattern for a bicontinuous structure (Fig. 2i), which was well fitted by using the Teubner-
Strey model\textsuperscript{29} for bicontinuous structures. The periodic distance of the organic–inorganic network was 3.2 nm followed by the model, which was similar to the size of a TA-CCO hybrid molecule (\(\approx 3.2\) nm). As with the STEM result, the width of the organic network calculated from SAXS was 2.2 nm, which is close to the size of two TA molecules. The width was approximately 1.1 nm for the inorganic network, which was similar to the size of \((\text{CaCO}_3)_{2.3}\). Moreover, this molecule-scale bicontinuous network had a structure similar to those of block copolymers\textsuperscript{30-32}, consistent with the amphiphilicity factor \(f_a = -0.91\) from SAXS data\textsuperscript{33}. Consequently, the synergistic inorganic ionic crosslinking and organic polymerization of TA-CCO hybrid molecules resulted in a molecule-scale bicontinuous network and, more accurately, a covalent-ionic bicontinuous network.

Due to the presence of the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network, the poly(TA-CCO) bulk exhibited paradoxical mechanics; inorganic ceramic-like hardness and strength, and organic rubber-like deformability and resilience were simultaneously present in poly(TA-CCO) bulk. We chose representative models of three common materials, ceramic (calcite), rubber (silicone rubber), and metal (aluminium alloy), for comparison in the following nanoindentation tests. From the load–displacement curves, the measured hardness \((H)\) and Young’s modulus \((E)\) of poly(TA-CCO) were 1.12 ± 0.02 GPa and 10.58 ± 0.14 GPa, respectively (Fig. 3a). The hardness and Young’s modulus were similar to those of conventional ceramic materials\textsuperscript{34} (Fig. 3b). These values were greater than those of most polymeric materials, including rubber, and the hardness was higher than those of many metals and almost 70 times higher than that of pTA-NP (Extended Data Fig. 6a). The value \(H^2/E^2\) represents the selection criteria, which was directly related to the resistance against yield pressure\textsuperscript{35}. The ceramic exhibited a higher \(H^2/E^2\) value than the metal and polymer. Notably, the poly(TA-CCO) bulk showed a value of 12, which was competitive with those of some technical ceramics\textsuperscript{35} (e.g., \(\text{ZrO}_2, \text{AlN}\)), demonstrating both ceramic-like hardness and wear resistance (Fig. 3b, Extended Data Fig. 7a).

After indentation, we noted that poly(TA-CCO) no longer exhibited the pop-in event in the load–displacement curve caused by cracking of brittle material\textsuperscript{36,37} (Fig. 3a inset circle), despite its high inorganic content. Moreover, the curve for poly(TA-CCO) bulk exhibited a relatively small hysteresis, which was similar to that of rubber, rather than those of the ceramic or metal (Fig. 3a). The \textit{in situ} SEM image revealed the reason for this difference: cracks were produced on the surface of the brittle ceramic, and a permanent triangular deformation was observed for the ductile metal (Fig. 3c); however, the poly(TA-CCO) bulk did not undergo either brittle fracture or deformation under the same load, indicating a high resilience as that of rubber (Fig. 3c, Extended Data Fig. 6b and Supplementary Video). Two key criteria, \(H/E\) and elastic recovery rate\textsuperscript{38}, were used to quantitatively evaluate the resilience of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The calculated \(H/E\) was 10.6%, close to the value for rubber and higher than those for ceramics, metals, and plastic polymers, which are approximately 5% (Fig. 3d, Extended Data Fig. 7b). We measured deformation and relaxation of poly(TA-CCO) under a 50 mN load, and poly(TA-CCO) showed an elastic recovery of 93% (Extended Data Fig. 6c). This was comparable to those of rubbers and
dramatically higher than those of ceramics or metals, which indicated the rubber-like deformability and resilience of poly(TA-CCO) bulk.

Nevertheless, poly(TA-CCO) differed from both brittle ceramics and soft rubbers. We measured the strength and strain with an *in situ* uniaxial micropillar compression test. Compared with traditional brittle ceramics that preserve less than 5% of the fracture strain, the poly(TA-CCO) deformed smoothly over 65% without catastrophic fracture (Fig. 3e). The pillars were thickened and gradually shortened without generation of shear bands or cracks. (Fig. 3e inset). The stress–strain curve did not preserve an apparent yield point or a well-defined plastic flow region. This stress–strain curve indicated a rubber-like character for poly(TA-CCO). However, the final failure strength reached 0.65 GPa, and it directed to a high specific strength of 0.43 GPa g\(^{-1}\) cm\(^3\) (Extended Data Fig. 6d). This specific strength was comparable to those of most ceramics, which are much higher than those of rubbers and commercial polymers\(^{39}\) (Fig. 3f, Extended Data Fig. 7c). The poly(TA-CCO) integrated the high strength of ceramics and high resilience and fracture strain of rubbers, resulting in an “elastic ceramic material”.

How could these paradoxical mechanics be synergistically combined in poly(TA-CCO)? We performed a finite element analysis to study the mechanical behaviour of poly(TA-CCO) under uniaxial compression\(^{40,41}\). The simulated structure of poly(TA-CCO) was constructed according to the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network in Fig. 2f, and an organic–inorganic nanocomposite structure (pTA-NP) was used for comparison (Extended Data Fig. 8a, d). Vertical stresses were applied to the samples to increase the compressive strains from 0% to 10% (Extended Data Fig. 8b, c, e, f). During the simulation, the poly(TA-CCO) withstood greater stresses (196.3 MPa) than pTA-NP (22.2 MPa) under 10% strain (Fig. 3g, h). The stress distribution indicated that the inorganic ionic network suffered major stress, which provided ceramic-like hardness and strength. Notably, the stress was transferred along the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network, and there was no obvious accumulation of stress in the structure (Fig. 3g, h). In contrast, high stress was accumulated at the organic–inorganic interface in pTA-NP, where fracture failures of material commonly occur\(^{42,43}\). This is recognized as the distinct surface tensions and mismatched mechanical strength of organic and inorganic substances\(^{44}\). This different stress distribution explains why the hardness and strength of poly(TA-CCO) were higher than those of many organic-inorganic nanocomposites. During the application of stress, the inorganic ionic network in poly(TA-CCO) showed obvious deformation, which could not be accommodated by the inorganic nanoparticles in pTA-NP. This could be attributed to the molecule-scale size of the inorganic ionic network that provided structural flexibility\(^{45}\), and it could explain the large deformability and resilience of poly(TA-CCO), which are not exhibited by ceramics or many organic–inorganic composites.

Considering the dynamic characteristics of disulfide bonds (S–S)\(^{46}\) and Ca\(^{2+}\)-CO\(_3^{2-}\) ionic bonds\(^{47,48}\), we measured the structural variations occurring under hot-pressuring (thermal treatment and pressuring). *In situ* temperature-pressure various Raman spectroscopy was used to study variations of Ca\(^{2+}\)-CO\(_3^{2-}\) ionic bonds as in our previous study\(^{47}\). The sample was placed into a diamond anvil cell capable of generating heat and pressure simultaneously (Fig. 4a), in which hot-pressuring experiments could be replicated. The
peak for the $^4$ vibrational mode of CO$_3^{2-}$ at 717 cm$^{-1}$ was split into peaks of 708 cm$^{-1}$ and 717 cm$^{-1}$. The redshift of the $^4$ vibrational peak indicated generation of free CO$_3^{2-}$ when pressure and heat were applied (Fig. 4b), and next, CO$_3^{2-}$ rebond to Ca$^{2+}$ when mild conditions were reinstated$^{47}$. The changes in S–S bonds were identified by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), in which an obvious endothermic peak appeared at 100-120 °C for the poly(TA-CCO) sample (Fig. 4c). This peak was absent from the data for pure CaCO$_3$, which suggested disconnection of polymerized S–S bonds under high temperature$^{49}$. After 3 hot-pressuring cycles, we analysed the structure by HAADF-STEM and high-resolution XRD, both of which proved that the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network was completely preserved (Extended Data Fig. 9a, b). These investigations demonstrated the structural dynamics of poly(TA-CCO) under hot-pressuring.

The structural dynamics of poly(TA-CCO) ensured that it was available as recyclable plastics. As with thermoplastics, the poly(TA-CCO) could be damaged into powders and remoulded into a new bulk material by hot-pressuring (Fig. 4d). Due to the preservation of the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network during recycling, the hardness and modulus were maintained even after 10 cycles (Fig. 4e). The unique dynamic bonds prevented the significant mechanical degradation that is commonly exhibited by traditional thermoplastics during recycling$^{50}$. Moreover, since the Ca$^{2+}$-CO$_3^{2-}$ ionic bonds only broke under both temperature and pressure, simple heating only broke the S–S bonds in poly(TA-CCO) (Fig. 4b, c). Thus, poly(TA-CCO) bulk was relatively thermally stable with stability superior to those of commercial thermoplastics. We tested the storage modulus of poly(TA-CCO) bulk, and it retained a modulus of 2 GPa even up to 180 °C (Fig. 4f). In contrast, the modulus of commercial thermoplastics failed rapidly once the temperature rose above the glass temperature. This demonstrated the multi-structural dynamics of the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network, which provided recyclability and thermal stability that surpassed those of commercial thermoplastics. The bottom-up construction of organic–inorganic covalent-ionic hybrid molecules for covalent-ionic bicontinuous networks combined ceramic and rubber-like mechanics, as well as plastic-like mouldability and recyclability, leading to the generation of an “elastic ceramic plastic”. The properties of the elastic ceramic plastic are beyond the current classifications of classical materials (e.g., ceramic, rubber, metal, and plastic) due to integration of their fascinating characteristics (Fig. 4g).
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**Figure 1**

**TA-CCO hybrid molecules.** a, Scheme for construction of TA-CCO hybrid molecules. b, Mass spectrum of the TA-CCO hybrid molecules; major peaks are labelled with the corresponding molecular fragments. c,
Liquid-state $^{13}$C NMR spectrum of TA-CCO hybrid molecules in ethanol. The relative carbons are labelled with the molecular structure and chemical shifts. d, FTIR spectra of TA-CCO, amorphous CaCO$_3$, and TA. The arrows show the shifts of the corresponding peaks. e, XPS spectra of Ca 2p in TA-CCO, amorphous CaCO$_3$, and TA. f, HRTEM image of TA-CCO hybrid molecules (left). The right shows the size distribution (top right) and high-magnification images (bottom right) of TA-CCO hybrid molecules. g, Change in TDF integration for the peak at approximately 2.4 Å (referring to Ca-O coordination), showing the inorganic ionic crosslinking (forming more binding between Ca and O) of the inorganic segments in TA-CCO hybrid molecule. The maximum and minimum values were generated due to variations in the number density (between ethanol and TA-CCO) during crosslinking. h, Raman spectra of liquid-state TA-CCO, TA, and poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The peak at 506 cm$^{-1}$ splits to two peaks, verifying intermolecular S–S binding via ring-opening polymerization. i TEM image depicting the crosslinking (by inorganic segments) and polymerization (by S–S bonds on organic segments) of TA-CCO hybrid molecules.
Covalent-ionic bicontinuous network. a, Optical photograph of the transparent poly(TA-CCO) bulk and nontransparent TA-CaCO₃ nanocomposite (pTA-NP). The diameter of the bulk was 10 mm. b, FIB-SEM image for the cross-sectional view of poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The inset shows the rectangular groove etched by FIB. c, Elemental mapping of C, O, Ca, S and their merged image. d, HAADF-STEM micrograph of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The red dots correspond to the elemental S from elemental mapping. The areas covered by blue and red stripes indicated the presence of CaCO₃ and TA, respectively. The inset shows the SAED pattern of d, which indicates the amorphous feature of poly(TA-CCO). e, Schematic illustration of the molecular structure in the blue and red areas of d. f, 3D cryo-electron tomography reconstruction of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk. The blue area represents CaCO₃, and the red area represents TA. g, Magnified cross-sectional image from f. h, Partial CaCO₃ network in f. i, One-dimensional SAXS profile of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk, which was fitted by the Teubner-Strey model. The fitted structural period was 3.2 nm, which is in accordance with the size of a TA-CCO hybrid molecule, as shown in the inset.
Figure 3

**Mechanical properties of the poly(TA-CCO) bulk.** a, Representative load-displacement curves of poly(TA-CCO) bulk, typical ceramic (calcite), metal (aluminium alloy), and rubber (silicone rubber). b, Ashby diagram of $H^3/E^2$ versus $H$ for poly(TA-CCO) bulk, amorphous CaCO$_3$ (ACC), pTA, pTA-NP and other typical ceramics, metals, rubbers, and polymers. c, *In situ* SEM images of residual impressions left after the indentation tests. The white arrow indicates the presence of a crack. d, Ashby diagram for the elastic recovery rate versus $H/E$ of poly(TA-CCO) bulk, typical ceramics, metals, rubbers, and polymers. The grey area represents a region of common rubbers with elastic recovery $\geq 75\%$. e, The stress–strain curve was acquired during compression of the micropillar of poly(TA-CCO). Insets show SEM images captured from the *in situ* compression tests. f, Ashby diagram of specific strength versus fracture strain ($\sigma_f$) for poly(TA-CCO) and typical ceramics, metals and alloys, rubbers, and polymers. g, h, Calculated von Mises stress distributions of the covalent-ionic bicontinuous network in poly(TA-CCO) (g) and organic–inorganic nanocomposite in pTA-NP (h) at strains of 0% and 10%. At a strain of 10%, the average vertical stress was 196 MPa for poly(TA-CCO) and 22 MPa for pTA-NP. The organic part is hidden to make the stress distribution in the inorganic network/particles clearer.
Figure 4

**Structural dynamics of recyclable poly(TA-CCO) bulk.** a, Schematic of the *in situ* Raman setup used to probe structural changes under temperature–pressure treatment. b, *In situ* Raman spectra of poly(TA-CCO) before, during, and after temperature–pressure treatment, showing the dynamic binding of CO$_3^{2-}$–Ca$^{2+}$. The pressure was set to 110 MPa, and the temperature rose from 25 °C to 120 °C and then dropped to 25 °C. c, DSC thermograms of CaCO$_3$ and poly(TA-CCO) showing dynamic S–S binding during thermal treatment. d, Schematic illustration and corresponding snapshots of the structural dynamic evolution for mouldable recycling of poly(TA-CCO) upon treatment with heat and pressure. e, Hardness and Young’s
modulus of the original poly(TA-CCO) bulk and after 5 and 10 cycles. f, Comparison of the storage modulus of poly(TA-CCO) bulk with those of a commercial thermoplastic (PP) at different temperatures. g, Mechanical performance of the elastic ceramic plastic (poly(TA-CCO)) and typical rubber (silicone rubber), ceramic (ZrO$_2$), metal (aluminium alloy) and polymer (PP) with elastic recovery ($W_e$), $H^3/E^2$, specific strength ($\sigma/\rho$), strain ($\varepsilon_f$), recyclable and mouldable properties plotted as a radar map.
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